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QUICK FACTS
Industry
Healthcare
Employees
700
Headquarters
Wakefield, Massachusetts
Web Site
www.picis.com
SAP® Solutions and Services
SAP® BusinessObjects™ Web Intelligence®
software to build analytics support into
Picis Extelligence® high-acuity care solutions; SAP BusinessObjects Dashboards
software to achieve fully configurable
indicators in the Picis Perioperative
Dashboard
Implementation Partners
SAP Consulting organization and implementation consortium including Accenture
and NewCom Technologies Inc.

Picis is a global provider of innovative
information solutions that enable rapid
and sustained delivery of clinical, financial, and operational results in the highacuity care areas of more than 1,900
hospitals in 19 countries. To deliver
operational clarity to its customers,
Picis uses SAP® BusinessObjects™
technology in its business activity
monitoring and retrospective trending
and analysis solutions.

Key Challenges
• Improve efficiency and quality while reducing cost in high-acuity care (HAC)
• Offer hospitals analysis software that plugs
directly into deployed HAC applications
• Reduce tremendous manual compliance
and documentation burden on clinicians
• Automate clinical documentation and
business processes
• Rapidly analyze high-volume, high-frequency
data from a vast array of HAC equipment

Why SAP Was Selected
• Business intelligence software leader
• Excellent development platform to create
integrated, ready-to-deploy applications
• SAP BusinessObjects Dashboards that
provides rich interface and simplified
configuration of indicators for the Picis
Perioperative Dashboard
• Hospital industry expertise
• User-friendly Web interfaces

Implementation Best Practices
• Focused product development on complete
integration with HAC equipment and applications already deployed in hospitals
• Embedded SAP® BusinessObjects™
Dashboard software to the Perioperative
Dashboard, improving visual richness, data
versatility, and rapid customization
• Incorporated clinician usability needs
• Relied on strong, in-house expertise in SAP
BusinessObjects solutions

Low Total Cost of Ownership
• First customer deployments of dashboard
within 3 months of product development
start
• Integrated Picis Extelligence solution installed and customized for end customer in
2 hours
• SAP software licensing flexibility and valuedriven commercial terms that allow companies to develop complementary, integrated
BI products they could not otherwise justify
buying or building in-house

Strategic Beneﬁts
• Market-differentiating business intelligence
(BI) and dashboard products
• Completely integrated HAC solutions rapidly installed and customized for the customer
• Forward-looking BI that allows customers
to anticipate problems and changing
conditions
• Configurable, customer-specific dashboard
drill-down feature

Operational Beneﬁts for End Customers
• Doubled on-time starts in operating room
for first surgical case of the day
• Improved clinician satisfaction through
communication enabled by the Picis
Perioperative Dashboard
• Optimized operating room utilization
• Reduced unscheduled overtime through
mitigation of problems and conditions that
lead to costly delays and staffing shortages
• Improved efficiency, productivity, and user
adoption through clinician-friendly interfaces

“We wanted applications that made sense of the vast data coming in from critical
care applications across the hospital. It had to make sense to clinicians, not just to
IT staff. Having SAP as a partner made that possible.”

www.sap.com /contactsap

Marianne Slight, Vice President, Perioperative and Critical Care Solutions, Picis

Bringing Clarity and Efficiency to
High-Acuity Care

Choosing a Recognized Leader in
Business Intelligence

In the high-acuity care (HAC) areas of a
hospital, clinicians face a tremendous volume of information, coming from a wide
array of sources on a minute-by-minute
basis. Patients in these areas – the emergency department, operating room, and
postanesthesia and intensive care units –
are particularly vulnerable. Their care process is the most complex in the hospital.
With a large proportion of hospital costs
concentrated in those services, along
with opportunities for efficiency and
potential revenue, Picis offers a highly
advanced suite of integrated products
and services focused on these critical
departments.

Picis turned to SAP BusinessObjects Web
Intelligence® software to build core business intelligence functionality into its Picis
Extelligence applications. Picis chose SAP
BusinessObjects software because it’s
recognized by both industry analysts and
hospitals as a leader in business intelligence. The software is widely used by
hospital business users who are already
satisfied and familiar with user interfaces of
SAP BusinessObjects software.

From a development standpoint, SAP
BusinessObjects software provides an
excellent development platform that greatly
eases integration, testing, and deployment
complexity. These were important factors
Picis considered when deciding to embed
Operational Visibility Across All
Acute Care Systems
SAP BusinessObjects Dashboards software in the Picis Perioperative Dashboard.
Picis recognizes that today’s HAC provid- The rapid product integration and configuers must find ways to safely and sustain- rability of SAP BusinessObjects Dashboards – as well as its visually rich, versaably bring down operating cost and
tile interface – made it the best choice to
complexity. To do that, hospitals need
operational visibility and insight – not only include in the company’s dashboard solution for operating rooms.
to ask the right questions about how to
improve efficiency but to be confident in
the answers. Picis also recognizes that
Three Months from Design to
hospitals need complete, fully integrated Customer Deployments
analysis solutions that can be fully configured and deployed in hours, not days. By It took just three months for Picis to build
building SAP® BusinessObjects™ technol- the Picis Perioperative Dashboard and
ogy into its own packaged and integrated achieve its first customer sale. For healthHAC business intelligence solutions,
care customers, both the Perioperative
Picis is able to meet its customers’
Dashboard and the Picis Extelligence applineeds.
cations have the clinician-friendly user
interfaces that foster rapid adoption. These
products help them achieve the business
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and operational insight they need to
improve care quality and efficiency, and
reduce costs.
HAC providers can use the software to
make business decisions based on valid
information, and to anticipate problems
and thereby avoid costly delays,
unplanned overtime, and unnecessary
equipment and staffing. For example, one
hospital reports that Picis software has
helped double on-time starts of the first
surgical cases of the day in its 29 operating rooms. This is an important metric
because late case starts in the surgical
day create cascading delays and costs.

Rapid Deployment
Thanks to built-in SAP BusinessObjects
software and packaged integration with
Picis HAC products that hospitals are
already using, Picis can install and customize a complete Extelligence implementation in just two hours. As a result,
Picis has real competitive differentiation
in the marketplace and, with its advanced
products, provides the operational clarity
hospitals require.

